Road bike holiday, Silver coast – Portugal

Are you looking for a new challenge and cycle on unknown territory? Together with your
bike club, a few friends or girlfriends? Moving on pretty quiet roads, you can enjoy sunny
days, the beautiful coast lines, flat stages and steep climbs.You can find that all at the
Silver coast of Portugal. Only one hour above Lisbon. You will stay in hotel Concha in São
Martinho do Porto.
There are 7 day stages between 70 and 130 km.
On day 1 you will cycle from São Martinho do Porto a relatively flat tour of 97 km and 950
hm to San Pedro de Moel and ride with the wind at your back, back to the Bay of São
Martinho do Porto.

Day 2 is a day trip of 102 km/1322hm to the surfing town of Peniché and the route goes
back along the beautiful fortified town of Óbidos.
Day 3 Goes from São Martinho do Porto through the Serra de Candeeiros to Batalha. You
can choose between a short route 81 km/1850hm, or the long route of 104km/2150hm.
You will stay in the Casa do Outeiro hotel, who is connected to the bikotel formula,
overlooking the large monastery of Batalha.

Day 4 takes you from Batalha to Fátima, Ourém and back again 85 km 1479 hm or do you
want to go a little bit further in the direction of Santarém and then again to Batalha? 129
km 2326 hm. You will stay in the bikotel Casa do Outeiro in Batalha.
Day 5 is a resting day in Batalha
There may also be chosen for a day route through the Candeeiros. 95km 2232hm.

Day 6 will take you back to São Martinho do Porto. Starting from Batalha you will ride to
Pedrogão (long route) and bike with a view of the ocean back to hotel Concha. 100 km
1293hm With the short route you will meet the Ocean near San Pedro de moel. 75 km
995hm.
This last day will lead you to the Serra de Montejuto. Riding along Óbidos and Bombarral
you will come to the beginning of the Montejunto. There you climb to a height of 666m.

Here you have a magnificent view of the surrounding area. Along the other side of the
serra you go down again and you will be led back to São Martinho do Porto. 113Km
2074hm.
Includes:
8 hotel nights with breakfast
secure bicycle parking
GPS tours
luggage transport
Exclusive:
round trip flight transfer (can be booked)
lunch/dinner
GPS (for rent)
Bicycle (for rent)
trip/cancellation insurance

